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NEFERTI X.M. TADIAR
For at this moment when whiteness makes its brief and yet intense appearance, Tom encounters something in himself that is at once the manifestation of divine presence and the very substance of uni versal humanness. As the novella articulates, universal humanness consists of that aspect of a person's being that lies beyond any worldly determinant of social identity, such as nation, race or sex uality, an essence for which whiteness serves as privileged sign.
Richard Dyer writes that whiteness involves "something that is in but not of the body."2 For Tom, that "something" which whiteness involves is value.
Tom's newfound value is undoubtedly moral, as the divine mercy and forgiveness he cries out for and receives would attest. But far from being simply a quality or condition conferred by a tran scendent religious order, that value is also the product of a more material, indeed, fleshly, economy. Tom's redemption is, after all, a redemption from the demeaning, petty living he makes as a call boy on the proliferating seedy inner fringes of Cubao, a commercial dis trict of metropolitan Manila developed under the authoritarian re gime of Ferdinand Marcos. Under this regime the prostitution in dustry became the paradigmatic industry of a national economy based on the marketing of cheap sexualized labor to attract foreign -largely U.S. -capital investment.3 In 1980, the time of the no vella's writing as well as of its setting, the Philippine economy was more tied to international financial institutions than ever, having become dependent on foreign loans to fund its various moderniza tion development projects for attracting greater investments of transnational capital. Tom's redemptive moral value can not be understood apart from the local economy within which he circu lates as a sexual commodity, as well as the transnationalizing national economy that this local sexual economy serves to supple ment. Both the form and the substance of his redemption have already been shaped by these local and national sexual economies inasmuch as they are the same econornies that gave rise to the fault or debt that compels such redemption in the first place. Put simply, Tom's divine experience of redemptive value in the fetish form of whiteness can be understood as logical compensation for the racialized and sexualized lack that is produced in him (the form of his necessary devaluation) as the condition and consequence of the Philippines' role within a transnational capitalist economy.
Even God's arrival in Cubao must be seen in light of its worldly preparation. However, Tom does not behold in the face of whiteness the value of the embodied person, the American preacher in whom it appears, nor the value of the U.S. as the place of its origin. He sees rather his own abdicated and betrayed, but ultimately recuperable, human value. Whiteness has itself lifted off from the embodied per son of the preacher to become the signifier of a value intrinsic to those who, under a previous colonial symbolic economy, would appear to have none. Relatively freed from any particular embodi mentand therefore implicitly from any bodily race -whiteness signifies the quality of humanness that can be found and developed in each and every person. However, whiteness is not simply the expression of a dominant symbolic system of race transported from the global metropolitan West to the periphery. It is also the product of a particular universalist claim to humanness that is made in the experiential effort to liberate oneself from the contradictory condi tions of the everyday devaluation and debasement underwriting the expansion of global capital.
My point is that the racialized humanism that appears to be the sheer accomplishment of an expanding Eurocentric social order (and its racist system of human value) is also the uneasy achievement of a particular kind of resistance against that imperi alist order (and its racist, heterosexist logic of production of eco nomic value). Indeed, the perceptible identification of whiteness with recuperated human value emerges precisely out of Tom's efforts to countenance the experience of his own corporeal debase ment under this order. This white countenance of human value appears at a particular historical moment when a racialized uni versal currency for social and subjective practice is put into effect by means of a liberative gesture on the part of the periphery. In the experience of contemporary Philippine urban life articulated by Perez we witness the concrete rendering of this moment and of the way such a global achievement and its fallout are simultaneously realized.
As the effect of a specific mode of subjective resistance to an older global order, the percept of whiteness does not, however, only index its socio-historical conditions of possibility. It also acts as a new point of subjectification, another place from which to reorganize one's subjectivity. In other words, the percept of white ness is a signifier that calls into being a new modality of urban sub jectivity, which works in the service of an emergent metropolitanist order of social relations. The making of this metropolitanist order on the level of the nation's capital can be viewed as part and par cel of the processes of transformation we refer to as globalization.
As an astute recording and enactment of the minute affairs and micro-events of urban subjective life, Perez's work thus affords an exemplary view of these transformations in the realm of subjec tivity that take place within the particular historical moment of Manila's metropolitanization. But beyond the work of recording and enactment, Perez's writing also performs a practical function.
It acts as an apparatus of subjectification, a form of experiential media for the shaping of new subjects and their social relations. It is not a trivial fact that for a few years Perez worked as a psy chotherapist or that he considers his chosen writing vocation as that of a "healer not of ailments of the body but of ailments of per sonality/personhood [sakit ng katauhan]."4 In this light, Perez's ren dering of Tom's experience may be understood as an effort to pro vide subjective resources and measures for healing the "ailment"
that Tom, as a particular case, suffers.
Against Perez's own understanding, I interpret Tom's "ail ment," as well as the solution Perez offers for it, in more social and historical terms. For Perez's very diagnosis and writerly treatment of subjective suffering as "ailments of personhood" (i.e., as human dilemmas) constitutes a specific mode of experience, which is socio-historical in character, and political and economic in signifi
cance. This mode of experience makes consequential use of a uni versal currency of human suffering as the means of creating a new metropolitan subject that would be capable of overcoming the dire costs of living life in the urban recesses of the globalizing national capital. While it would be an inordinate stretch to think of his work as anti-imperialist, or even nationalist, Perez's important role in the vernacularization of Philippine theater in the 1960s can be said to have contributed to the cultural cause of the anti-imperialist move ment. By honing the vernacular as a local expressive currency, Perez's original plays in Tagalog participated in the nationalist pro ject of resolving the general crisis of cultural alienation wrought by neocolonialism. Given this larger orientation of Perez's work, it is not difficult to glean the tacit workings of a social project at the background of his creative endeavor, a project crucially sustained and shaped by both the political agenda of nationalism and his explicit repudiation of it.5 Today, Perez notes, "As long as the majority of our people do not read creative works, we will remain a Third World country." This tacit social project consists of the lib eration of Filipinos from Third World conditions through the cre ation of a metropolitan subject rather than a nationalist one. By looking into the processes by which this subject overcomes subal ternity, we are led to recognize not only the historical, social expe riential work that contributes to the realization of racialized hu manism as the universal currency of subjective valuation, but also the social consequences of this realization.
The Historical Racialization of Value
To a certain extent, the conditions for racialized humanism that we witness through Tom were already laid down under Spanish colo nialism with the conversion of the Tagalogs and other indigenous Philippine peoples to Christianity during the sixteenth century.6
Dyer's definition of whiteness as "something that is in but not of the body" highlights the foundational motif of Christianity conveyed As Harry Chang shows, this mode of thought peculiar to capitalist relations, i.e., the fetishism of commodities, is crucial in the very formation of "races" as the objectification of the social relations of slavery and, subsequently, of "free" labor." In the course of colo nial Europe's capitalist development and industrialization, race enters into the value-relation itself. Or I should say, race begins to stand in for that which must be eschewed in order to approach value, and in this way retroactively determines the meaning of value as that which is not raced. Just as a thing must transcend its sensuousness, its physical body, in order to emerge as a commod ity, a thing possessing value, so must the free worker transcend his corporeality, the aspect of his being which aligns him with an appropriable nature in order to become a bearer of value (labor power).12 Since race comes to signify precisely this appropriable corporeal nature as a consequence of the histories of slavery and colonization, value itself, as the invisible content of an object or person distinguishable from its outward form, becomes aligned with that which is not raced.13 Hereon, value takes on the social aspect of those who, by virtue of their monopolistic agency over it, personify it in its ideal form as money. Although the value inhering in money would seem to transcend all sensuousness, its enigmatic power consists precisely of its suprasensible reflection of the social characteristics of production as objective socio-natural properties of money itself.1"Value reflects the racialized relations of its pro duction, in particular the alienation of and from racialized labor as a suprasensible "quality" of unmarked, immaterial, even spectral power. The white subject is, simply put, the realization of the sub jectivity of the vanishing mediator.15 As the personification of the money-form of value in its position of disinterest and transcen NEFERTI X.M. TADIAR dence (its exclusion from the world of consumable objects), the white subject hence aspires to the highest (most fetishized) instance of itself: "capital as the subject of value in its movement of growth." Indeed, it is in its appearance as the self-moving, inde pendently self-valorizing, capital-subject that whiteness most vivid ly demonstrates its proximity to God.
Dyer writes:
At some point, the embodied something else of white ness took on a dynamic relation to the physical world, something caught by the ambiguous word "spirit." The white spirit organises white flesh and in turn non-white flesh and other material matters:
it has enterprise.
Imperialism is the key historical form in which that process has been realised. Imperialism displays both the character of enterprise in the white person, and its exhilaratingly expansive relationship to the environ ment. (W, 15) In the Philippine context, it is this character of enterprise and, more particularly, of capital (rather than merely territorial) expansion that distinguishes the project of U.S.
imperialism from the project of between the customer as bakla (homosexual) and the kolboy (male sex worker) as lalaki (literally, male, presumed to be heterosexual).
Tadiar argues that the phallocentrism of this order reshapes the local sex-gender system such that relations between bakia and lala ki can only take the triangulated form of commodity relations.24
"Both bakla and kolboy are reaching for the phallus. Where the one thinks he is looking for a man, the other thinks he is looking for money." Both "man" and "money" are incarnations of phallo centric value. Each is, as Jeffrey Weeks defines it, "the representa tion, the signifier of the laws of the social order, the law of the Father, through which obedience to the social (and patriarchal) order is installed."25 But the very heteronormative imperatives that shape this exchange (requiring the kolboy to be the real man) trans forms man into a "fallen" form.26 Hence, Tadiar notes the kolboys' obsession with oridyinal [original] commodities, that is, brand name commodities from the U.S., as somehow guarantees of the value of their personhood and, more particularly, their manhood.
These U.S. commodities signify both real value and the origins of that value, both of which are to be found in an otherworldly place.
Inasmuch as real phallic value, which these commodities em body, will always lie elsewhere, the kolboys will necessarily always be lacking. Drawn into the circulation of bodies and money in which both kolboys and bakias endlessly go hunting I didn't ask why. (73) The "Infinite Creditor," that is, the Catholic God of Spanish rule Against the merely real value of dollars and all that they por tend for someone, Tom discovers a value that is for no other; it is a value without equivalence or relativizing condition but, as he also becomes painfully aware, a value he has continuously given over to others for a price. He discovers that his humanness [pagkataol is above all relative worth or price (i.e., is value in itself, which he bears and yet, by allowing himself to be treated as a thing, he betrays).27 Thus, Tom finds both his sin and his salvation in the same moment. Having encountered true Value through its white repre sentative, he realizes how far he is fallen from the ideal of a tran scendent, metropolitan humanness by which he might recognize and measure his own soul. He and his friends climb to the top of the coliseum where the rally is held. From this place of transcen dence, they view the entirety of the world in which they had been immersed. There, they decide to renounce their ways, their way of living, and to redeem their lost souls (that is, the intrinsic human value they continuously gave over to others).
This recognition of true Value and the divestment from his previous debased life that such recognition demands, constitutes Tom's personal conversion. "In other words, thanks to the act of conversion, the subject is supposed to attain a kind of alterity from the self and, in a spectacular shift of identity, thus arrive at his or her very being, whose function is to make the face of the god shine forth within."28 The conversion that Tom undergoes is also implicit ly an economic event. In the transformative process of this direct communion with God, Tom's previous experience of himself as corporeal being for otherspinag-arkilahan ng kata wan, pinaggamitan ng ari, pinagbentahan ng laman [whose body was rented out, whose sex was let out for use, whose substance was for sale] (C, 78) -turns into an experience of himself as someone with at least potential Value.
The Minoritized Costs of Religious Human Redemption
In exchange for his total surrender to this Supreme Being in Itself, in whose image he is made, Tom becomes a human subject. For Butch, this conversion to human subject means reducing all his contacts, including Hermie, his steady, to shadows -"Hermie was Tom's very different sexual experiences -all his happenings -into one social identity that remains external to him: mga bakia kayo ["you faggots," but also, "you are faggots"]. Although the cat egory bakia bears greater social consistency and a much longer his tory than this argument might suggest, it is only at this moment of enunciation that the bakia comes to be configured as the positive embodiment of the kolboy's lack, a lack which is no more fully felt than in the process of one's redemptive constitution as human sub ject.29 Unlike the extant use of bakia as a social category of persons characterized by effeminate bodily form and comportment and cross-dressing, the denouncing cry in the novel encompasses all the customers of kolboy sex work, regardless of the gender-cod ings of their behavior. In this way bakia becomes a category denoting, above all, a commodifying same-sex desire for the male body.
Reconfigured as such, bakia comes to stand for that which must be eschewed in order to resolve the internal contradiction that prevents the kolboy from becoming a fully-realized, desiring human subject. It must be recalled that within the context present ed by the novel, the bakia are the bearers of money, which is the ostensible object of the kolboy's hunting. As he takes this money in exchange for his body, the kolboy sinks into sin, each "happening" converted into an ever-increasing debt that itself takes the place of his original lack. In the moment of Tom's and Butch's conversion, the debt that must be settled in order for them to attain their wherein the protest against alienation that threatens to take away the Everyman's humanity "is directed against the Chinese, who is both an alien and instrument of capitalist alienation" (NF 165). The figure of the Chinese becomes the embodiment of an entire social system, which is seen to prevent the humanist hero's realization of his humanity and his attainment of happiness.
Something similar is at work in Cubao 1980 in relation to the baka, whose symbolic condensation as an identity is performed by the sinister and remote figure of Hermie. Hermie is the big-time bakia who first lures Butch, himself the original kolboy in the story, into the demeaning sex-money exchanges he subsequently dis avows. Hermie is surrounded by the trappings of modern affluence.
Like Ah Tek he signifies money. He hovers over the narrative, inter mittently invoked but virtually invisible. To Tom he is mysterious and indecipherable, he is unlike any of the other bakia Tom has met. Exuding power, he provides well for his kept lover. He is kind and materially generous, but also murderously possessive.
In
Hermie, then, we find the symbolic figure of the Chinese as "alien" capital, the source of the debasement and unfreedom of everyday alienation.32 Like the Chinese, who "perverts the 'true' value of cit izenship," Hermie is a perversion of the true value delivered to Cubao's forsaken by God's white representative (NF 138). On the level of national urban life, racism helps to resolve class antago nisms; on the level of submetropolitan life, homophobia helps to resolve the racism of the "universal" law of value. The gendered sexualization of the worker's corporeal debasement that is already implicit in labor's protest against its emasculation by capital is underscored and materialized by Tom's and Butch's own literal prostitution.3 It is, in part, the heterosexist sexualization of com modification that for Perez demands a homophobic solution to the problem of alienation. Tom turns away from one heteronormative ly gendered and racialized system of value underwriting the pros titution economy only to embrace a differently calibrated, but ulti mately identical, system of value underwriting the politics of humanist redemption. Hence the consolidation of bakla identity as the corrupting disease that has to be purged from the metropolitan space within which the humanizing self is upheld. all comes to a fatal end. Blood, rain, and the chaos of bodies mix in an explosion that stops the infernal city-machine for a moment.
And then it starts again, the relentless pounding tread of the crowd pouring through Cubao. It is upon seeing the dramatic consequence of his and Butch's redemption that Tom suspects another truth that lies at the core of his actsthe truth, perhaps, that he had been seeing the world from the place of his immanent redemption all along. That truth that will be the turning point for a second conversion comes to him through the urban deluge into which both Hermie and Butch dis appear, a deluge that dissolves the dead still of his universal human valorization, leaving only morsels of time past [pira-piraso kong nakaraan]. This other truth that calls Tom into a second moment of conversion, a further subjective becoming, appears not as any par ticular content but rather as a question and a regret. Tom asks him self: "Who was Hermie? Who was Sonny, who was Bert, who was Ken, who were those five guys who played music at Clark and at Subic, who were all those people I allowed a piece of my life - This obscurity is depicted for the reader in Perez's sparse nar rative in the emptiness of its descriptions. It is precisely the glaring blank spaces that stand out from underneath the bare bones of this narrative, that highlight the complexities of life that are not known.
Simple lang, "It's simple," is the refrain Butch uses to reassure Tom how easy the job they are getting into is. The refrain is precisely the instrument for making this life easy. By reducing his encounters to their most minimal outlines, Tom relieves himself of the burden of knowing, of feeling, and of responding to the lives he comes into contact with, but also of feeling and registering his own reduction to mere corporeality, to a piece of matter like all the disposable pieces of matter that saturate Cubao. As a strategy for coping with his own abjection, Tom experiences his life in this kind of muting, obscuring, and exterior way. He views everything in its exterior formincluding himself and his own body -and is spare in his descriptions and characterizations, noting only the barest physical details as isolated objects marking the spaces of his happenings.
The whole narrative consists of the stark verbal and sexual exchanges he engages in, in a series of discontinuous events in which he appears to be an accidental participant.
One of Perez's noteworthy literary formal achievements lies in this ascetic economy of expression that he brings to Tagalog fic tional narrative. Perez's narrative style might be said to perform a minimalist surfacing of perceptible object-forms from the undiffer entiated sea-like morass of urban existence into which everything Everything Tom spares from his dry listing of piecemeal expe riences confronts him finally with the truth they portend:
"-one fan, tiles, a cabinet, a mirror, a light bulb, plastic flowers, a plaster of Paris Sto. Niho, a blue taxi, papers piled up, a small refrigerator, a magazine, coconuts, a square hole, Butterfly, crushed, the 'Ever lasting Thrill'" (C, 90). These are the undigested kernels of Tom's encounters, leftovers of experience that cannot be absorbed in the circulation of exchangeable bodies, sex, money, and food in which he and his clients are caught. Their peripheral presence alludes to the lives they were connected with, lives beyond the existence of "mere shadows," beyond identity (beyond the disease of bakla identity that Tom creates as the object of his fear, in order that it may be exorcised), beyond commodification. to highlight a common historical provenance for both forms of minoritization, and the respective claims to equal civil rights and political representation to which such minoritization, in some quar ters, gives rise. Hau suggests that the conflation of race and class exemplified in the case of the kidnapped Chinese has as its histor ical condition the fact that "the extractive logic that used to be identified with the colonial and neocolonial state vis-a-vis the Chinese has become generalized and diffused throughout soci ety."40 It may be argued that the "extractive logic" to which Hau refers saw its highest instance in the crony capitalism of the Marcos state, the deposing of which, as well as the subsequent rise and vig orous propagation of neo-liberalism and democracy that followed, ushered in precisely the generalization and diffusion of a logic that had concentrated in and created the authoritarian state.
J. Neil Garcia also links the minoritization of the "newly 'manufactured' person" that is the bak/a/homosexual to the author itarian regime, locating in the 1970s the nascent hegemonic prac tice of homo/sexualizing bakia as an identity.41 Although he does not provide an account of historical determination for this new phenomenon, Garcia interestingly alludes to constitutive connec tions between Martial Law and "the efflorescence of gay culture" he observes in the metropolis during this period. He points to homophobia within the revolutionary struggle as one "reason for the 'allowance' ostensibly granted by the Marcosian dispensation to local gay discourse." "So," he muses, "the agonistic space which was granted Filipino gays for a good part of the Martial Law period may have become the logical trade-off for the generalized sup pression of socialist discourse at the time" (P 20-21). If we were to carefully track the mediations comprising this "logical trade-off," we would see as one of its central conditions of possibility a forcible turn away from the problem of.national iden tity that had for more than a couple of decades preoccupied pro Marcos' wide-reaching efforts to consolidate the heterogeneous, autarchic areas within and surrounding the nation's capital as one, single environment for metropolitan humanity. Imelda extolled that "a metropolis is not space alone; it is a dimension of the mind, a surge of the spirit" (1, 80) and that "the call of the metropolis is truly a summons to humanity" (1, 86). The Ministry of Human Settle ments, headed by Imelda, thus proceeded to eliminate from the "City of Man" the inassimilable debris of its own projects to attain this humanity. "Having proceeded to clean up the physical debris, we must now pay more attention to the non-physical. Having intro duced measures against physical pollution, we must proceed against spiritual pollution. We go from the outer to the inner envi ronment, from the external to the inner being, from the out-reach to the in-reach of the Metropolitan Filipino" (1, 162 If we understand the accoutrements of kiyeme as subjective life-creating practices rather than as mere secondary attributes of given beings, we are confronted with the objective reality couched behind this metaphor of price. In a continuum with swardspeak, the phonetically and semantically playful, paronymic and het eronymic modes of speech wielded by the affirmative sward whom they help to fashion, the mercurial modes of acting denoted by kiyeme, etsingan, ek-ekan, kunday, kendeng, must be considered as creative, life-enabling, even death-taming, practices that make for subjectively and socially viable forms of being-in-the-world.50
They are, in a word, indispensable forms of subjective and social life-making struggle on the part of a particular refuse of urban hu manity seeking hospitable places of habitation, as well as resisting the dominant strictures against their own creative presencing.
These practices of superfice, as social arts of self, are integral parts of the kinds of living that people have made for themselves under the name of bak/a.
Like lalaki, for whom the kolboy stands, bakla is a dominant fiction that means "more than a set of representational and narra tological possibilities for articulating consensus. It is also a libidi nal apparatus or 'machinery for ideological investment', an invest ment which is as vital as labor or exchange to the maintenance of the social formation."1 The practices of living which create, sus tain, as well as contain, this dominant fiction are productive of the value that is accumulated elsewhere and that returns as the very measure of their failed humanness, their imputed worthlessness [walang kuwenta]. Hence, the dominant fiction of bakla is also the means of new forms of exploitation. As tools of the trade of the makers of spectacles, beauty, and pleasure, which are constantly appropriated by the dominant culture and for this reason seem never to inhere in or abide with them, libidinal practices of kiyeme, of ek-ekan, of feminine artifice, vitally make the world they seem merely to adorn. We could say that these practices make for We can view those limits in the formal and thematic function of those pieces [piraso] that surface at the novel's end. Unlike the symptom, which, taking its form from value, can only mark the absence of the full traumatic context that gives rise to it as a lack of meaning, these pieces are neither meaningless nor latently mean ingful.54 They are rather, part-objects still awaiting signification.
They are traces of non-abstract relations of meaning (indeed, of new social relations) yet to be made. Even after the trauma of racialized value-production that Tom experiences has become homophobically embodied in Hermie (as symptom), these part can be viewed in these subjective transformations, which, in Perez's work, attain and express the spirit of a new metropolitan form. This new metropolitan form, whose "spirit" is neither simply the "spirit of capitalism" nor the "spirit of resistance" but rather the uneasy cooperation of both, has been given the name civil society. The Last 30 Years, Binabae to Bakla, Silahis to MSM (Quezon City: University of the Philippines Press, 1996); hereafter cited as P.
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The translation of bakla is a politically-fraught issue. In the context of this novel, I
have chosen to translate it initially into the derogatory "fag" or "faggot" to the extent that such words convey the generally derogatory tenor in which they are deployed here, even though they do not necessarily connote the "berdache" or gender-cross ing qualities adhering to the notion of bakla. On the complexities of the social con 24 I want to quickly clarify that this is the dominant imperative. As I will discuss below, it is precisely the resistance against this imperative that accounts for the ambivalence provoked by gay rights politics. Such ambivalence is registered in the tendentious claims and counterclaims made in behalf of "gays" and baklas. between bakla-lalaki, the fiasco of which (in the case of the lalaki "actually" being bakla) is horrifyingly conveyed by means of the notion of "tanso" (counterfeit). For a discussion of this discourse of counterfeit and authentic currency in bakla-lalaki relations, see C. Tadiar, "Kolboy." While the bakla-relation consists of equals, it does not, however, consist of sameness. As he writes, "walang dalawang taong magkat ulad, kayat wala ring dalawang baklang magkatulad" (K, 150). It is important to note that Perez makes this point in the context of the issue of coming out, a decision that he sees as personal: "ang bawat tao ay may kanikaniyang bilis at bagal, at kani kaniyang sisdlan ng tubig, at kani-kaniyang dalang at dalas ng pag-inom" (K,150).
As I will argue later, this demarcation of a personal realm, which is both a source of life and a potential source of pain Vang tubig na kinabubuhay ay nakapagdudulot din ngsakit, kundi nakalulunod" (K,1 50)], betokens an emerging secularism.
38
Perez suggests that the prevailing aspiration to heteronormative relations of love among baklas bears with it all the ties of private property and possessiveness that mar bakla ways of loving, and prevent them from attaining relations of friendship that are "pure" and "free."
Ang tunay na pakikipagkaibigan ay relasyong lantay, at di kinakailanang sangkapan ng tampuhan, ng selosan, ng lansiban, ng pakikiapid o ng iba pang maaring magsilbing balakid sa mabuting relasyong mag-asawa.
Ang tunay na pakikipagkaibigan ay malaya, di pinabibigatan o kinatatal ian ng mga kondisyon, ng paghati ng mga ari-arian, ng pagdeklara ng estado, ng pagbabago ng apelyido at pag-atang ng mga tungkulin sa Post-1986 Philippines," cited above. In this version, Hau reads the "minority" figure of Ah Tek as well as Chinatown, "the city within the city," as synech doches of Manila, synechdoches that cast into relief "the deforming and dehuman izing violence, the rapacity and alienation that characterizes the city itself (217). 41
Garcia also notes the enduring resistance against this hegemony, as when he men tions the great "animosity" provoked by his own public pronouncement of the objective reality that "all bakla are homosexual, but not all homosexual are bakla."
(/? 53).
